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Abstract 

Password is the most crucial thing in digital account, like internet banking, social network, online shopping, students account, 

etc. There are many tips to create the strong password, like use the lengthy one, make password so complex and variety, or just 

use different password for every account without same pattern. Even the strongest password can’t deceive key logger program. 

With key logger, hacker can get someone password even they don’t use keyboard to type their password because they can capture 

every click they make at that computer. The simple way to protect this threat is use the password that only can be used once. We 

can’t protect our password from key logger but with this method we can let our useless password slip to their hand.  
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1. Introduction 

In digital era like now, mostly people use internet in most aspect of life, like banking, shopping, even 

communicating. The same rule of internet account is every user must have user name and password in order to login 

to their account. Passwords provide strong, although not absolute, and inexpensive protection in many situations. 

When someone becomes a legitimate user of a network or a network service, both a login name and a password are 

issued by the network owner or the service provider (the issuer). A person trying to log into a remote computer or 

into an account has to type both items for complete identification. Even a simple transaction, such as purchasing an 

item online, often requires opening an account and obtaining a password. Once a password is issued, the user can 

change it. In fact, it is good practice to change passwords on a regular basis.[1] 

The most usual threat comes from spy ware like key logger which installed on public computer. Spyware is the 

general name of an entire range of nasty software that monitors the users’ activities, collects information such as 

keystrokes, screen images, and file directories, and either saves this information or sends it to a remote location 

without the knowledge or consent of the computer owner.[2] 

With spyware, hacker can use our user name and password to do what we called identity theft. Identity theft is 

commonly defined as unwanted appropriation of access credentials that allows creation and access of accounts and 

that allows the aggressor to pose as the victim.[3] 

We will focus on the use of password on public computer like in internet café, school library, or other public 

service computer. We can’t be sure if there is or not key logger in computer which we use. However we can protect 

our account with once used password because even the hacker got our password, it will be useless.  

The idea is not to protect the password from hacker but how to make the password that useless even it is leaked. 

Because of this concept we just need to make sure hacker doesn’t know what algorithm we use to make a once used 

password, because if hacker can get the algorithm, he/she can guess what our main password based on our once used 
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password. There are many ways to make sure hacker can’t get the algorithm. Because of its simplicity and easiness, 

it can be backfire if not be used properly. We will discuss about it later. This paper will discuss the outline of once 

used password, like how to generate once used password, application of once used password, and excellence and 

weaknesses of once used password. 

2. How to Generate Once Used Password 

Once used password can be generated with 2 ways, automatic or manual. Each way has its own excellence and 

weaknesses. 

2.1. Once Used Password Automatic Generator 

Once used password can be generated automatically with many encryption or random password generator. 

However this method require user to write it to be used later. Facebook already want to apply this method in 2010, 

they call it one time password. This method requires user phone number because the password will be sent to user 

via short messaging service. It means user need to register their phone number and if their phone is missing maybe 

someone can request one time password from facebook to login to your account. But this method has excellence too; 

facebook’s one time password just can be used in 20 minutes since user request. It means if the password not be 

used in 20 minutes it will became invalid. And the other benefit is user may connect multiple times in case they have 

internet connection problem. 

 

We can provide automatic password with many method, these are the example of three of them: 

1. Add one number or character at back or front of main password 

First method is the simplest one yet the easiest one to breach. The concept is add one character in front or back of 

the main password. 

Example: if the main password is “password” and the character that we add is ‘X’ and we add it at front of a 

main password, the once used password will be “Xpassword”. 

We can draw flow chart of method one like this: 

 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of first method once used password automatic generator 

This password is easiest to remember but is the most unsecure. If hacker could get the algorithm of this method, 

he/she can easily guess our main password because he/she just need to subtract the first character from once used 

password and can get our main password.  
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2. Apply encryption to user name and main password to generate the new one 

Second method uses encryption to generate new password. It combines user name and main password and uses 

encryption on them. For example: the user name is “christnatalis” and the main password is “password”. So we 

combine them and become “christnatalispassword” and then we uses one of encryption method to encrypt it. For 

example, the encryption method changes it to “SSJN2343MNSS341MSD22321MSDAD2123K123”. We can 

take 20 first characters from the encrypted one and it will be the new password.  

We can draw flowchart of second method like this: 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of second method once used password automatic generator 

 

Of course if the hacker can guess what encryption we use, he/she can decrypt it to know what is the main 

password. But because we just use the first 20 characters, the encrypted text is not complete, so it impossible to 

decrypt it. The advantage of this method compare to the first one is this method is more difficult for hacker to 

breach because they need to find what encryption method we use. Like we know there are many encryption 

method and is nearly impossible to guess blindly what method do we use. 

Even one encryption is enough but we can also use more than one method. For example we can use RSA first to 

generate an encrypted text and we use DES to encrypt it again. The idea is we build a database to save a result. 

So the system doesn’t need to decrypt it (but is impossible to decrypt it if we just use the first 20 characters for 

password) and it can compare it with a value that stored in database. 

The disadvantage of this method is user must write this new password because it is long and difficult to 

remember. 

  

3. Generate a random text to be a new password 

With this method, the system will generate a full random password. It doesn’t matter what is user name or main 

password. It just generates a random one. There are many algorithms to generate a random text. We can combine 

two or three of them or just make ourselves algorithm. The benefit of this method is not easy to guess what 
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algorithm we use. But a disadvantage of this method is the same as the second one, because of its complexity 

user need to write it down and bring the note when he/she want to uses it. 

We can draw flowchart of third method like this: 

 

Fig. 3. Flowchart of third method once used password automatic generator 

2.2. Once Used Password Manual Generator 

The idea is user make the once used password themselves. The benefit is easy to remember since user makes it 

his/herself. But it also easy to breach because many people thinks once used password is the password they seldom 

use so they just type the easy to remember one, like “123” or “abcd” or even worse they type the same one as main 

password. 

Since is like emergency code to use when we don’t sure if the computer has a key logger or not, we must treat it 

carefully. Yes, it is the password we can let hacker know and have it. But if the hacker can track our main password 

from this once used password, the meaning of once used password is useless. 

The tips to make once used password is mostly like the tips to make a main password. Microsoft states it in their 

site in security section. Length, complexity, variation, and variety are four of them. 

• Length. Make your passwords long with eight or more characters. 

• Complexity. Include letters, punctuation, symbols, and numbers. Use the entire keyboard, not just the letters and 

characters you use or see most often. The greater the variety of characters in your password, the better. However, 

password hacking software automatically checks for common letter-to-symbol conversions, such as changing 

"and" to "&" or "to" to "2." 

• Variation. To keep strong passwords effective, change them often. Set an automatic reminder for yourself to 

change your passwords on your email, banking, and credit card websites about every three months. 

• Variety. Don't use the same password for everything. Cybercriminals steal passwords on websites that have very 

little security, and then they use that same password and user name in more secure environments, such as 

banking websites. 

There is one more rule to create once used password and the most important one. Make the password that 

completely different from main password and doesn’t have a pattern. Of course make a different one for every once 

used password that we can use in different account. With this way we can make sure even hacker got our once used 

password from one of our account, he/she can’t use it for our other account. 

 

3. The Life Time of Once Used Password 

We can categorize a life time of once used password on two categories. The first one is life time and since the 

password hasn’t change by user. The second is the password has a life time like 20 minutes, 1 hour, or even 1 week. 

We will discuss the advantages and disadvantages from these two categories. The life time we talk here is when 
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once used password has not used.  

3.1. Once Used Password without Life Time 

A life time means the password is never expire or it will not change by itself. The benefit of this method is user 

can use it anytime he/she wants and doesn’t need to create it every time he/she wants to use it. But the disadvantage 

is because user never changes it, it will easy to be forgotten and there is possible for hacker to breach it; with 

assumption the hacker has got once used password from user other account and user uses the same password for all 

of their account. We can protect it by change our once used password regularly or use different once used password 

without any pattern for our different account. Of course it will be difficult to remember each of them but it is safer 

than use the same password for every account we have. 

And also because it doesn’t have a life time doesn’t mean it can be use forever. It will be expired when user use 

it. It will be a problem if user has a connection problem. User will enter once used password for the first time, he/she 

will login to his/her account and connection cut off. User need to login again but the once used password can’t be 

used anymore. So user needs to use his/her main password. The meaning of once used password will be useless 

here. 

The flowchart of once used password without life time is like this: 

 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of once used password without life time 

3.2. Once Used Password with Life Time 

Once used password with life time has its benefits and disadvantages itself. The benefit is because of it has a life 

time, the password will be expired even user has not use it. The disadvantage here is because a password has a life 

time, user must use it in that period. The problem is how user gets his/her once used password or generate it? 

Facebook in 2010 has already thinks about this and they require user must register their phone number and send a 

messages to Facebook in order to get facebook’s one time password. It will be expired in 20 minutes but it’s not 

known whether it can’t be used multiple times in 20 minutes.  

Like we have stated before, the once used password with and without lifetime have its own benefits and 

disadvantages. We can combine these two methods to cover its weaknesses and strength its benefits. We can build 

the password that can be long last but also it has period time to reuse. For example, we can use a once used 

password that last for 1 month and we send notification for user to change it when near expired date. If user doesn’t 

change it in 2 weeks, the password will become expired and never be used anymore. When user uses this password, 

he/she can login in multiple times for 10 minutes for example. Although if he/she log out properly this password 

will be expired even it has not pass 10 minutes. 
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The flowchart of once used password with life time is like this: 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of once used password with life time 

 

4. Application of Once Used Password 

The main use of once used password is to protect user account from hacker. Like we said before, the idea here is 

not how to protect our password but how to make a password that will be useless even hacker got them. Once used 

password can be apply in many segment of internet life, mostly the account use for online transaction.  

Once used password can be apply in: 

• Internet Banking 

• Online Shopping/ Transaction 

• Social Networking 

• Student Account 

• Other Internet Account that need password to enter 

With once used password we can know if our account has been breach by hacker. The concept is simple. If we 

log in with our main password the system can’t be sure if the logger is a valid user or hacker. Of course with tracing 

IP number system can determine if the logger is the usual user of that account or not. But if the user login with 

different computer IP will be different and system will be given false alarm. 

It is different if user login with once used password. Because this password just can be used once, the first time 

this password be used logically it is used by valid user. With an assumption hacker don’t get this once used 

password before. So the second time someone login with that once used password which has been expired, it will be 

recognized as act of breach. From this moment system can do many useful things, like give false information to 

hacker, track location of hacker, or even report the breach event to original user. 

Once used password can be used like a trap to detect if one computer have a key logger or not. Maybe need a 

long time before hacker retrieve a data from key logger and decide to breach our account. But it’s worth a try to see 

if one public internet service has a key logger on their computer or not. For convenience we can make a once used 
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password with code that determines the location of internet public service that we want to test. Use the code as once 

used password and like table 1. 

Table 1. Once used password as decoy with pattern 

Once Used Password Internet Public Service Name 

OUPX0101A Birham Coffee House 

OUPX0102B Couldorn Net 

OUPX0103C Medan High School Library 

… … 

 

Table 2. Once used password as decoy without pattern 

Once Used Password Internet Public Service Name 

XKLSK23A Birham Coffee House 

LDKE@323#21 Couldorn Net 

12#SKL5$SDW Medan High School Library 

… … 

 

 

With this table we can know which place that has leaked our once used password. We can use once used 

password with pattern like example in table 1 or we use the one without pattern like in table 2. The benefit with the 

pattern one is easy for use to generate and uses but the disadvantage is once hacker knows it is a decoy they can be 

fallen in trap again. Although is difficult to remember, the second table offer more genuine password. It has not 

pattern so even hacker realize the password is a decoy in Birham Coffee House, he will not suspect if the password 

in Couldorn Net is also a decoy because two of them is not likely and has no similarity. 

 

5. Results 

Once used password method can be used to protect our main password from spy ware like key logger when we 

login into our account in public computer. With this method we can deceive hacker and track him/her if any breach 

attempt was occurred. Once uses password can be applied in any account that use password to login. However the 

user cautious of how use once used password wisely still be needed. The main idea of once used password is to 

deceive hacker and not to prevent hacker from get it. With knowing concept of once uses password, user must use it 

just in case they login into their account in unsecure environment. User can use once used password too if they want 

to trap a hacker but this need a further knowledge about security and need cooperation from web administrator. 
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